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Please save the date for the Emeritus Luncheon: Friday, May 12, 2017 at noon in
SAC Ballroom B.
Next Meeting: Friday, April 7th at 11 a.m. in the Poetry Center in the Humanities
building. Our guest speaker will be Chuck Taber and his presentation will be titled
“The Rationalizing Voter.”
Abstract: Conventional models of voter decision making assume that citizens engage
in a careful consideration of pros and cons, issues and traits, eventually casting their
ballots for the candidates closest to them in issue space. By contrast, this talk will focus
on unconscious political thinking and the subterranean forces that determine how
citizens evaluate political leaders, groups, and issues. It is the culmination of a twentyyear collaboration with Milton Lodge to chart the stream of political information
processing, which constructs political deliberation and behavior, and the impact of
early, unnoticed feelings on this process.
Bio: Chuck is the Vice Provost for Graduate and Professional Education and Dean of
the Graduate School here at Stony Brook. He served as the Interim Provost in the
period between the departure of Dennis Assanis and the arrival of Michael Bernstein in
provost position. Chuck is also professor of political science, having arrived here in
1989. He is the author with Prof. Milton Lodge of The Rationalizing Voter (Cambridge

UP, 2013), Coimputational Modeling (Sage, 1996) and of dozens of articles in the
fields of international relations and political psychology, often focusing on the use of
computational modeling in these areas. He has received many awards, most recently
the INSIGHT into Diversity Giving Back Award, which recognizes 39 College
Administrators around the country who have achieved distinction in contributions to
their campuses and communities.
*****************************************
In Memoriam:
Peter Paul passed away peacefully, surrounded by his loving family at his home in
Setauket on March 11, 2017 at the age of 84. Peter was born in Dresden, Germany. He
received a PhD from the University of Freiburg and came to the USA for a postdoctoral
position at Stanford University, where he met and married Aniko in 1963.
He was a Professor, and later a Distinguished Service Professor, in the Department of
Physics and Astronomy at Stony Brook University from 1967 until 2015, serving as
chairman twice. He was the recipient of numerous awards. Among them were
American Physical Society Fellow, Institute of Physics Fellow, Sloane Research
Fellow, Alexander Humboldt Foundation Senior Scientist, and the Order of Merit First
Class from the German Government. In 2015, he was inducted into the Long Island
Technology Hall of Fame.
In partnership with his colleagues, Peter built a first-class nuclear physics group at
Stony Brook which is consistently ranked among the top four in the U.S. In 1973, Peter
saw that the future of the group required improving the existing Van de Graaff
accelerator at Stony Brook. He spearheaded a small group that developed, designed and
constructed the Stony Brook superconducting linear accelerator for heavy ions, the first
such machine at a university lab.
In 1980, Peter became a member of the Nuclear Science Advisory Committee(NSAC),
that advises the U.S. Department of Energy and the National Science Foundation on the
U.S. nuclear physics program. Later, as Chair of NSAC, he led the development of the
1998 Nuclear Science Long Range Plan which led to the construction of the Relativistic
Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at Brookhaven National Laboratory(BNL).
In 1998 Peter was appointed Deputy Director for Science and Technology at BNL.
From 2001 until 2003 he served concurrently as Interim Director of BNL. During his
tenure at BNL, the lab made major advances in its large research facilities: RHIC began
its highly successful research operation, the $100-Million Center for Functional
Nanomaterials began construction; the electron-ion collider was conceptualized as
successor to RHIC, and the National Synchrotron Light Source-II was inserted into the
DOE facilities construction plan. Peter returned to Stony Brook, where he played an
invaluable advisory role to our Nucleon decay and Neutrino research group. After 2011

he continued his engagement as Stony Brook’s Associate Vice President for
Brookhaven Affairs until his retirement in 2015.
Peter had great foresight in the way physics could be developed, and he helped lay the
plans for many new facilities and new institutes. He was one of the first people hired by
the young university, and he helped to build Stony Brook from a dream to a reality. He
had many opportunities to leave for prestigious jobs at other institutions, but he was
fiercely dedicated to Stony Brook and later BNL and stayed to help build them. He
inspired many to come join him at Stony Brook and BNL, and he helped to develop
their careers by his encouragement and leadership. Many of us will remember Peter for
his infinite energy and enthusiasm, never giving any indication that he might slow
down at some point. He will be dearly missed.
*****************************************
Please see Dean Kopp's invitation below:
Dear Colleagues,
The annual "Artists, Authors, and Editors" celebration recognizes the creative
activities of our faculty, including books, journals, performances,
exhibits, recordings and videos published or produced in the previous year. A
reception showcasing these works will take place on Friday, April 21, 2017 at 4:30
pm in the Simons Center, 2nd floor, in conjunction with Club Red.
Faculty wishing to participate can submit their works by completing this form. Please
submit details on your work no later than April 3, 2017.
Eligible productions are those that have gone through a standard review process and
are distributed widely. Books should be first editions unless the later edition
represents extensive revision. Translations are also accepted. Individual journal
articles, book chapters, or CD-ROMs of a previous publication are not eligible.
Also, if you wish to have your works present at the reception, please bring them to the
College of Arts and Sciences Office of the Dean, Melville Library E3320 no later than
Friday, April 14 at 5:00 pm. Submitted works will be displayed in the Melville
Library at a later date.
We very much hope you can participate in this year's celebration and receive the
recognition and salutations of your colleagues here within the Stony Brook
community!
With best regards,
Sacha Kopp

*****************************************
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